Obesity, ultrasound indexes of fat depots and lipid goal attainment in patients with high and very high cardiovascular risk: A novel approach towards better risk reduction.
Our aim was to assess the attainment of primary (low density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C) and secondary (non-high density lipoprotein cholesterol; non-HDL-C) lipid therapeutic goals in relation to obesity, clinical measures of adiposity and ultrasound indexes of fat depots, including the novel index of periarterial adipose tissue (PAT): carotid artery extra media thickness (EMT). High and very high cardiovascular (CV) risk patients (n = 420; F/M: 34/66%; age: 61.2 ± 7 years) with prior statin treatment (≥ 18 months) were enrolled into this cross-sectional study. All patients had a detailed assessment with several anthropometric measures and ultrasound indexes of fat depots indexed to BMI: abdominal (Intra-abdominal Fat Thickness; IAT and Pre-peritoneal Fat Thickness; PreFT), paracardial (Epicardial Fat Thickness; EFT and Pericardial Fat Thickness; PFT) and the new index corresponding to PAT (carotid EMT). Lipid goals attainment in the study group was as follows: 34% (LDL-C goal), 39% (non-HDL-C goal) and 35% (both LDL and non-HDL-C goals). Among ultrasound indexes, patients with both lipid goals attainment revealed significantly lower carotid EMT/BMI (LDL-C goal: 25.2 ± 4.2 vs 27.5 ± 4.1, p < 0.01 and non-HDL-C goal: 26.1 ± 4 vs 27.7 ± 4.2, p < 0.01) and IAT/BMI (LDL-C goal: 2.35 ± 0.66 vs 2.51 ± 0.71, p = 0.02 and non-HDL-C goal: p = ns) compared to individuals without goals achievement. Moreover, lipid goals attainment was associated with both measures: carotid EMT/BMI (LDL-C goal: r = -0.2, p < 0.05 and non-HDL-C goal: r = -0.2, p < 0.05) and IAT/BMI (LDL-C goal: r = -0.2, p < 0.05 and non-HDL-C goal: r = -0.2, p < 0.05). Multivariable regression analysis showed also independent association between carotid EMT/BMI and both goals achievement: LDL-C (p = 0.01) and non-HDL-C goal (p = 0.01). Other fat depots indexes (EFT, PFT and PreFT) failed to provide additional data. Contrary to overall obesity and most clinical measures of adiposity, carotid EMT and abdominal IAT, but not other ultrasound indexes of fat depots revealed associations independent from BMI with lipid goal attainment and may help identify patients requiring more aggressive lipid management.